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Abstract Karman vortex street, topological fluid mechanics.
The flow of a viscous fluid past a circular cylinder undergoes a symmetry-breaking, super-critical Hopf bifurcation at
a critical Reynolds number, Recrit, of approximately 46 [1]. The key feature of the time-periodic unsteady flow that
ultimately emerges is the periodic shedding of vortices which results in the formation of the famous Karman vortex street.
The transition from steady to periodic flow and the transition of the shear layer in the wake of the cylinder into individual
vortices are distinct events. Mathematically the former is a bifurcation in a function space of velocity fields while the latter
is a topological change of the vorticity field in the physical space [2]. The purpose of the present study is to elucidate the
connection between these two bifurcation phenomena. For this purpose we employ the fact that for Reynolds numbers
close to Recrit, the flow can be described by the superposition of the steady, symmetric base flow, u, and the Navier-
Stokes eigenfunction, û, both evaluated at Recrit; see, e.g., [3]. This implies that u(x, y, t;Re) ≈ u(x, y;Recrit) +
εû(x, y;Recrit) exp(iΩt), where ε ∼ (Re−Recrit)

1/2 and Ω (the purely imaginary Navier-Stokes eigenvalue associated
with û) represents the frequency at which vortices are shed. Using our finite-element library oomph-lib [4], we compute
the vorticity fields associated with the base flow and the eigenfunction, and demonstrate that the required topological
change in the compound vorticity field ω(x, y, t;Re) ≈ ω(x, y;Recrit) + εω̂(x, y;Recrit) exp(iΩt) occurs at a finite
value of the amplitude ε. That is, the critical Reynolds number ReKfor the development of the Karman vortex street
is larger than Recrit. This is shown to be a direct consequence of the different rates at which ω and ω̂ decay with the
streamwise distance from the cylinder. Furthermore, we show that the vortex street develops from a large but finite
distance downstream of the cylinder asRe is increased beyondReK. In the region of validity of the analysis, that is, small
values of ε, only a finite number of vortices exist. Moving downstream after their creation in a topological saddle-center
(cusp) bifurcation, the vortices later disappear in a similar but reversed event. However, the number of vortices and the
length of the domain where they exist grow rapidly with ε.
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